
Family and friends are encouraged to visit loved ones at HMP Preston.
Visitors should abide by the prison's dress code when on a visit. 
 
 

DRESS CODE 

HMP PRESTON 

POPS is a registered charity (1048152) and a limited company (3067385) registered in England and Wales.  
Registered Offices: 1079 Rochdale Road, Blackley, M9 8AJ, England.

ACCEPTABLE NOT ACCEPTABLE

Skirts, shorts and dresses
must reach the knee in the

standing position.  
 

Top and dresses that
cover the chest, stomach
and back. Cleavage must
be appropriately covered

so as not to cause
offence.  

 
Hooded tops (hood must

be down). 
 

Clothing free of gang
logos, racist slogans or

any language which may
be considered insulting or

derogatory.  
 

Appropriate religious
headwear. (e.g. Sikh

turbans, Jewish
yarmulkes, Muslim kufi,

the Hijab and Rastafarian
hats). These will be subject

to searching as per HMP
Preston’s Searching

Policy.  
 

Watches (but no fit bits). 
 
 
 
 

See through, revealing
clothing or crop tops which

reveal the stomach. 
 

Athletic singlets (vests). 
 

High cut shorts. 
 

Chains that resemble key
chains. 

 
Clothing with any logos
connected to a sporting

team may not be worn by
visitors who are 13 and

over.  
 

Clothing displaying
offensive patterns or logos
(such as cannabis leaves,
racist logos or offensive

language). 
 

Clothing that represents a
gang or gang affiliation. 

 
Headwear (see exception

on religious grounds). 
 

Fit bit watches. 
 

Flip Flops. 
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